Improvement after cerebellar injury achieved by coordination dynamics therapy.
Coordination dynamics therapy of changing intensity was administered at home for nearly 8 years (at the beginning at low intensity) to a patient who had suffered a severe injury of the cerebellum (and of the cerebrum). Motor functions improved markedly during the first year of rather intensive therapy (by 42%), but there was but little improvement in the 5 following years (by 27%). An intensive 3-week coordination dynamics therapy was administered after 4 years of quantified therapy at an up-to-date therapy place under optimal conditions. The motor functions improved strongly (by 29% in 13 days). Therapy under professional conditions was shown to be much more efficient (by the factor of 150 as quantified by low-load coordination dynamics values) than that at home. A comparable patient with a brain (cerebral) injury improved slightly more under optimal conditions (by the factor of 390). In the patient with the injury of the cerebellum, the largest improvement concerned speech and higher mental functions. The strong improvement during the 3-weeks of optimal therapy may have partly been due to the enhanced training of CNS symmetries. It thus seems that not only phase and frequency coordination between neuron firings has to be improved by the therapy, but also symmetries in CNS organization.